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Detection and attribution
• Climate science forensics
• Identifying a change, and determining
a particular cause
• E.g. detecting a trend/signal, and
naming the driver of that change
• It is possible to detect a signal without
attribution
• Attribution requires
• Little influence from internal variability
• Robust against other plausible
explanations
• Consistent with science on what
combinations of anthropogenic climate
change & natural causes can achieve

NOAA NCDC

Main approaches
• Fraction of attributable risk (FAR)

• Single event attribution
• Mostly in the context of climate change
• Quantifies the change in occurrence or magnitude
of a GIVEN event
• Become increasingly popular over the last decade

• Optimal Fingerprinting

• Attributing a trend to various causes
• Relies on regression
• Scaling factors applied to models, determining strength and sign of attributed
signal

• Both heavily rely on climate models
• Decent observations also key

Why good observations matter
• Essential in detecting event/trend
• Quality-controlled and long records
• Clear, significant changes detected
• Calculating meaningful anomalies
• Is an extreme event actually extreme?
Or an outlier?
• some regions where attribution
statements are not robust
• Long records define robustness of event
• Need to be comparable to models – grid
box vs grid point issue.

Single event/FAR methodology
• used by epidemiologists to analyze
changes in risk of illness
• compare how often an event occurs in
absence of the causing factor, as well as in
presence
• In climate science, we use models:
• natural variability only (counterfactual)
• natural variability & greenhouse gas emissions
(factual).

• Many different approaches to defining
factual/counterfactual simulations
• Context is everything!!!
• Detected signal is specific to the event of
interest

Projected model range

Historical model range
observations
Natural only

Allen, 2003, Nature; Stott et al., 2004, Nature; Stone and Allen,
2005, Climatic Change

Computing a FAR statement
• Event categorized from observations

• Duration, spatial extent, anomaly
• Sometimes, second biggest event is taken

FAR directly corresponds to RISK

• Model/s evaluated for said event (maybe
physical mechanisms)
• Uncertainty in FAR estimate taken seriously
• Bootstrapping/monte carlo simulations
• Resample 50%, repeat 1000-10000x
• Events at least as big as observed identified in
pair
• FAR calculated for each sample pair

• 50th percentile (‘best estimate’) or 10th
percentile (‘very likely signal is at least as big
as’) reported

FAR=1-(Pnot real/Preal)
RISK=(Preal/Pnot real)

FAR Schools of thought
• Oxford: Consider events of fixed magnitude, no consideration of event
setting
Preal
Risk _ ratio =

PNot _ real

FAR=1-(Pnot real/Preal)

• Boulder: consider events of fixed rarity, inclusive of (some) physical settings

Δ = !!"#$ − !!"#_!"#$ !
• Same “factual” and “counterfactual” configurations
• Differences in model constraints/brut force
• Boulder arguably stronger as attribution conditional on meteorological
patterns
• But Oxford (currently) more popular

BAMS annual report….

Comparing the two “schools”
• The Oxford school:
• “2x increase in the risk of the 2018 European heatwave due to anthropogenic causes”
• Assuming that the responsible blocking high (and other physical mechanisms) were not
affected by climate change.
• Brut force, by identifying matching events across pre-run model ensembles (many
options)
The Boulder school:
“30% increase in the intensity of the heatwave to anthropogenic causes”
Compared to a similar event with similar blocking high in counterfactual world.
Attribution is conditional on the large scale meteorological patterns responsible for the
extreme event.
• Model/s are specifically run in the physical boundaries of this event
•
•
•
•

Oxford Example: Australia’s Angry Summer (2012/2013)
• Hottest summer on record, Tmean anomaly of 1.32oC relative to 1911-1940
• CMIP5 ensemble, models selected on replication of interannual temperature
variability (9 total)
• Conservative approach – took next warmest event
• 90% confident that event now 5x more likely due to climate change

Lewis & Karoly, 2013, GRL

Oxford example - 2014 Australian May heatwave
• lasted for 19 days, average Tmax anomaly of +2.52oC
• CESM 21-member ensemble & 1000yr control – robust FAR (for this model)
against internal variability
• Was a very rare event…..
Natural climate
Time periods with
human influence

Risk increases over time, 10th percentile:
1955-1974 – 4 times
1955-2014 – 14 times
1995-2020 – 23 times…
Perkins and Gibson, 2015, BAMS

Boulder example - Colorado Floods September 2013
STEP 1
NCEP RE-ANALYSIS

STEP 2
WRF MODEL

STEP 3
SOUTH PLATTE
BASIN (CO)

STEP 4

STEP 5

DISTRIBUTIONS OF
ENSEMBLE RAINFALL

INCREASE IN ODDS
OF HEAVY RAINFALL

Human
Natural

Use Sep 2013
weather from NCEP
re-analysis, both
under human and
adjusted natural
conditions
(adjusted T, u,v, RH, etc.)

…to drive an
ensemble of
100 regional
model
simulations
(WRF 12km)

… then extract
rain over South
Platte basin.

Simulations suggest a
substantial humaninduced influence on
South Platte rainfall…

… with a best estimate of
a about a doubling in
odds of heavy rainfall
occurrence.

Thanks to Mike Wehner, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory

Boulder example - Colorado Floods September 2013
•
•
•
•
•

This was a “Perfect Storm” of sorts and a very rare event.
Pre-existing model ensembles did not pick up event well
Precipitable water obeys the Clausius-Clapeyron relationship (~6%/oC)
Precipitation exceeds this. Storm dynamics were made more intense.
The median probability of the 2013 precipitation amounts were
doubled by climate change.

15% change in
precipitable water

35% change in
precipitation

2X increase in the risk of
the 2013 Colorado
precipitation

FAR values can change over time

As anthropogenic climate change increase, so too will
the risk of extreme heat events
From 2x per century to 2x per decade in ~10 years
Yesterday’s attribution is old news.
Christidis et al 2015 Nature Climate Change

Importance of temporal and spatial scales
• FAR attribution calculated on a specific event
where temporal & spatial scales are userdefined
• Temporal and spatial scales can matter, with
differing importance for temperature and
rainfall
• Longer event duration – larger detection of
anthropogenic influence
• Detection of influence at coarser scales for
temperature indicative of finer resolution (less
so for rainfall)
Angelil et al 2014 GRL

1-in-1 year hot extremes

Uncertainty across regions, models, observations
Comparing same event across models & ‘observations’

Angelil et
al 2016
WACE
Attribution of a 1-in-10-year event

Keeping the method consistent
• Systematic review of assessments from BAMS reports,
2011-2013 - Would the conclusions change if a uniform
analysis was applied?
• two 400 member CAM5 (AMIP) ensembles, 1ox1o
• Actual signal varied between original studies and this
method
• Important of choosing models carefully & NOT
overstating signal
Angelil et al 2017,
J Climate

Multi-method approach - Great Barrier Reef 2016
bleaching
Quantitatively
Different signals in
return interval
Qualitatively –
climate change is a
driving influence
Event was also
unprecedented….

King et al., 2018, in review

Including physical mechanisms -2017/18 Tasman Sea marine heatwave

Two GCM ensembles indicate that the record sea surface temperatures during the 2017/18 Tasman Sea marine
heatwave were virtually impossible without anthropogenic influence. However, natural variability was important in
the atmospheric initiation of the event.

Perkins-Kirkpatrick et al 2018
Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society, accepted

Including physical mechanisms – 2014 SE England floods
• >130 000 simulations for year 2014
• RCM nested in AGCM
• Dynamic & thermodynamic
contributions
• Removed effect of circulation on
rainfall
• Climate change increased atmospheric
moisture as well as a small increase in
westerly flow – combined increase in
extreme rainfall
• Best estimate increase of 43% in risk
(though large range – 0-164%)
Schaller et al 2016 NCC

Attribution of event impacts

• Atmosphere-only model, run 2000x for
factual and counterfactual
• 1-year spin-up, 25km resolution
• Increase in heat related mortality in Paris
(70%) and London (20%)
à Is this the only way? Will it be suitable
every time? Caution required!

Operational event attribution

àcollective agreement from (most of)
attribution community that we aren’t there!
Recently demonstrated for Hurricane Florence
BUT event was “easy” to simulate
Hasn’t been possible for other Hurricanes (EG
Sandy)

Reed et al. 2018

CAM5 atmosphere model, initialized
11/9/2018 – NOAA forecast
Counterfactual removed climate change
from temperature, moisture, SST
50% greater rainfall over the Carolinas,
storm was 80km larger due to climate
change

Challenges in event attribution to be addressed
• No best-practice guide
• how to define your event
• Some events have better signal than others
• Dealing with unprecedented events
• Importance of framing
• Uncertainty across different model approaches
• How to incorporate physical mechanisms
• Are we ready to attribute impacts?
• Are we ready for operational event attribution?
• Can we simulate the counterfactual world???

‘in nine out of ten cases
anthropogenic greenhouse
gas emissions increased the
risk of floods occurring in
England and Wales in
autumn 2000 by more
than 20%, and in two out of
three cases by more than
90%”
‘it was very likely (> 90%
confidence) there was at
least a 2.5 times increase in
the odds of extreme heat
due to human influences
using simulations to 2005,
and a five fold increase in
this risk using simulations for
2006– 2020”

The CLEX D&A team
• Small, but friendly J
• Moving beyond standard event attribution (as is global community)
•
•
•
•
•

Multi methods & datasets
Including physical mechanisms
Dynamic vs thermodynamical response
The future of attribution (liability, when FAR=1)
Use of Boulder method (?)

• Monthly video conferences (not just limited to heatwaves)
• Collaborations with Oxford, University of Bristol, NIWA & Lawrence Berkeley
National Lab
• Attributing health impacts (??)
• What about long-term trends (optimal fingerprinting)
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